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ABSTRACT

Control, Allegiance, and Shame in Male Qing Dynasty Hairstyles
by
Carolle A. Pinkerton

Advisor: David M. Gordon

This thesis is about the politicization of hairstyles in imperial China. They indicated
conformity with social norms, or rebellion against them. This was especially true under the
country’s last dynasty. The Manchu conquerors imposed their own hairstyle, the queue, on their
Han Chinese subjects to make their rule palpable to China’s illiterate millions. “Hair martyrs”
who refused to accept this “barbarous” hairstyle were ruthlessly eliminated. The Manchus had
feared assimilation into the much larger Han population. But the introduction of one uniform
male hair style for both Manchus and Han blurred the lines between the two groups. In this way
the polarization between “barbarian” and civilized, Manchu or Han began to break down. This is
also seen in the changing appreciation of the queue. It was, ironically, slowly transformed into
one of the best-known symbols of Chinese, and not simply Manchu, identity. (This was
especially true among Chinese living the West.) Not only were Manchu rulers inexorably drawn
into Chinese culture, but so were their queues. As such, these curious braids became symbols by
the end of the dynasty of an appreciation of all that was worthy of preservation in Chinese
philosophy and morals. This brings a new understanding of the opposition to the furious
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campaign launched by Dr. Sun Yatsen, the Chinese Republic’s first president, against the queue.
The government presented it as an assault on one of the most obvious symbols of Manchu rule.
But it was much more than that. Sun was also introducing Western political and scientific
notions that were at least as foreign to traditional Chinese civilization as Manchu rule. Culturally
conservative Chinese felt they had much to fear from the new Republic. They understood that
Sun’s program would make old China unrecognizable. Their desire to keep the queue was part of
a greater resistance against a foreign cultural invasion far more destructive than anything China
had known under the Manchus.
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Introduction

“Hair is both a treasure and the enemy of us Chinese; many people have eaten bitterness
futilely because of it since ancient time.” 1 These are the words of the late Qing and early
republican writer Lu Xun in his work, The Story of Hair. His words encapsulate the struggles
that China experienced in its long history of hairstyles.
Hair is of very little importance in some cultures, and considerably more in others. In
imperial China, hairstyles were of remarkable political importance when during the Qing dynasty
the way men cut their hair became a statement of political subservience or independence.
The hairstyles discussed in this paper constitute a cultural artifact that will forever mark
discussions of Chinese fashion. Even though hair is undeniably a personal possession, it was also
interpreted as a public symbol under the Qing dynasty (1644 – 1911). 2 Following the Manchu
conquest of China, the new rulers were determined to impose their own hairstyle on the nation.
In reaction to this, some men were willing to die to keep their traditional Ming dynasty (1368 –
1644) hairstyle—which was for them not only a symbol of loyalty, but also of primal Han
identity.
This thesis looks at the rise and fall of the Qing queue in Manchu occupied China. It
analyzes how the Han Chinese (the majority ethnic group in China) and Manchus thought about
their hair and what they expected of each other from it. By examining Confucian thought,
Western influence, and political uprisings under the Qing, this paper shows how hair was an

Lili Ding. “Politicizing the Queue: The Social, Political and Cultural Symbolism of Hair in Qing Dynasty and
Young Republican China.” Sino-US English teaching 7, no. 12 (2010): 58.
2
Michael Godley. “The End of the Queue: Hair as Symbol in Chinese History.” East Asian history (Canberra) 8, no.
8 (1994), 54
1
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element in the exercise of political power as it had the capacity to control others, evoke shame,
and demonstrate allegiance to the state. “More than just a personal preference, the hair style is
saliently a signifier of a person’s social and cultural differences.” 3
The end of Manchu rule in 1911 was soon followed by a concerted effort by newly
ensconced republican officials to eliminate the queue. There were two main reasons for this. The
first was the need to make explicit to the many millions of illiterate Chinese that imperial rule,
which was intimately connected with the queue, was over. The second was to demonstrate to the
world that China was entering a whole new era, characterized by a determination to modernize,
which is to say, Westernize. The elimination of the queue, much derided in the West as a
“pigtail,” and a source of much racial stereotyping, was an important step in this direction. At the
fall of the Qing, the decision to eliminate the queue was supported by some (but certainly not by
all) because it not only allowed for upward mobility under the new republican regime, but also
because it raised the reputation of the Chinese nation abroad.
This thesis starts by looking at the effects of three different laws that regulated
hairstyles—those of 1392, 1644, and 1912. The 1392 Ming dynasty law is referenced to
highlight the changes that came in 1644. The 1644 and 1912 laws demonstrate the trajectory of
hairstyles at the beginning and end of the Qing dynasty.
The thesis then moves towards a more general exploration of the political, cultural, and
religious value placed on hair. This includes a selection of anecdotes about men who gave up
their lives to keep their hair, as well as instances of internal conflict inspired by the Manchu
insistence on the queue. It explains how it was a symbol of the country at home and abroad, and
how republican revolutionaries believed that removing the queue was ultimately necessary to
3

Ding, “Politicizing the Queue,” 53.
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emphasize the end of Manchu rule. Finally, it will examine how foreigners regarded the queue,
especially towards the end of the Qing dynasty, and why international opinion influenced the
most populous nation in the world to change its national coiffure.

Control
This chapter explores the historical background of the three different hair laws and the
controlling impetus behind them. It also provides context for a later discussion on the concepts of
shame and allegiance presented in the following chapters.
The 1392 Law
Zhu Yuanzhang (Emperor Hongwu), who founded the Ming dynasty in 1368, introduced
a draconian legal code in the hope of both stabilizing society and establishing his own
legitimacy. 4 Determined to emphasize his absolute rule as lawgiver, judge, and emperor, he
created rules and regulations in statuary codes contained in the Great Ming Commandment (Da
Ming Ling) to rectify what he defined as deviant behavior. It had over a hundred articles. 5
In addition to this, Zhu Yuanzhang’s authoritarian style made him partial to extralegal
punishments, announced on placards, to “impose his standards on human behavior and social
mores.” 6 One particular decree he set up, integral to the substance of this thesis, was pronounced
on September 24, 1392, and can be found in the records of the Ministry of Rites:
“For an inner-court servant who shaves his forehead leaving a strand [of hair], and
children from the family of officials and commoners who shave their foreheads and leave
a strand: they are to be castrated, and the entire family sent into military exile beyond a
Hok-Lam Chan. "Ming Taizu's "Placards" on Harsh Regulations and Punishments Revealed in Gu Qiyuan's
"Kezuo Zhuiyu"." Asia Major 22, no. 1 (2009): 13
5
Chan, "Ming Taizu's "Placards," 13-14.
6
Chan, 19.
4
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distant border. The head shaver (i.e., barber), no matter elderly or young, shall receive the
same penalty. 7”
This decree did not leave any class of society immune to its dictates. From servants and
commoners to officials, shaven hair on any adult male would not be tolerated. (It is interesting to
note that this was not the case for young boys.) Hok Lamchan, a respected Chinese historian,
suggests that this law was likely established to keep people from wearing fashions similar to
what the Mongols wore under the previous Yuan dynasty. The Mongol style was regarded as “a
barbarous custom harmful to social behavior and needed to be eliminated.” 8 During the Ming
Dynasty, men wore their hair coiled into a topknot, high on the crown of their heads, with a cap
made of horsehair to keep it in place. 9 (See figure 1.)
Figure 1 Replica of the Ming era topknot 10

Emperor Hongwu instituted a punishment of castration
because he was disgusted with the idea of men who wore their
hair in a Mongol style raising another generation. For him, their
family was also tainted. Therefore, the entire family had to be sent into exile, and not simply the
transgressor, in order to prevent defiling by example others of the Han Chinese race. 11

Chan, 28.
Chan, 29.
9
Edward J. M Rhoads. Manchus and Han: Ethnic Relations and Political Power in Late Qing and Early Republican
China, 1861-1928. University of Washington Press, 2000: 60.
10
Ling. Male Hairstyles in the Ming Dynasty, photograph, New Hanfu, Accessed January 3, 2022,
https://www.newhanfu.com/15138.html
11
It should also be noted here that the idea of familial punishment was well established by this time, especially in
connection with crimes such as treason and rebellion. As in many traditional societies, extended family ties were of
great importance. Family members took important decisions in council. It was therefore assumed that any
transgressor acted with at least the tacit consent of his kin. Even if this was not so, the family had to be punished for
failing to control one of its members.
7
8
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For Emperor Hongwu, other elements of fashion in addition to hair were critical. Even
before issuing the hair decree, he had noticed that Han Chinese were wearing Mongol styles, and
regretted that they refused to be civilized and instead follow “barbarian ways” in their hats and
clothing. 12 After having just defeated the Mongol occupiers in a decade-long war, and thus
winning back the country for the native Chinese, the emperor’s decision to criminalize Mongol
hairdos was part of his efforts to eradicate their customs so that the Han Chinese could return to
their own traditions.” 13
However, anti-Mongol feelings had even deeper roots. The sedentary, farming Chinese
had never reconciled themselves to the Mongols’ nomadic ways. Like all pastoral peoples, the
Mongols were ruled by the movements of their flocks and herds in their endless search for good
pasture. They therefore had to live in mobile yurts and continued to do this even after having
captured Chinese palaces.
The brutality of Mongol warfare had also been translated to their civilian rule under the
Yuan dynasty (1271 to 1368). A famous Mongol general, Bayan “of the Hundred Eyes,” had
feared the Mongols might eventually be assimilated into the far larger Chinese population. He
had therefore proposed that the Yuan rulers periodically choose a popular Chinese surname at
random, and then kill everyone with that name. The result would be bitter anti-Mongol hatred
that would keep the races apart. Then, as the effect of the massacre would begin to fade, another
name would be chosen, and a new massacre begun. This suggests the general ferocity of Mongol
rule. The Yuan left very horrible memories.

12
13

Chan, 29.
Chan, 13, 29.
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The age-old Han fears of northern barbarians seemed fully justified. It is in this context
that the anti-Mongol prejudices of the Ming can be understood. China’s victory over the
Mongols was a formidable accomplishment and ultimately resulted in the fall of the powerful
Mongol empire; it seemed a shame to keep the legacy of their hairstyles alive. Little did Emperor
Hongwu know that in fewer than three hundred years, the effort he had put into getting rid of this
would be reversed, and northern hairstyles eventually become mainstream. Even more
remarkably, they would be codified into law in China.
The 1645 Law and the Manchu Invasion
The first Qing ruler of China, a regent and Manchu prince, Dorgon, was largely
responsible for the successful Manchu invasion. 14 From the time that he initially entered the
capital city of Peking in spring 1644, it was clear that he planned to mandate the Manchu partialforehead tonsure. 15 (Realizing trouble was on the way, the then Ming emperor committed suicide
a month before, at the beginning of the northern invasion. 16 He knew that he was no match for
the power of the Manchu army.)
On June 5, 1644, Dorgon announced that the male population must shave the front of
their heads and adopt the Manchu queue. The queue, the politicized hairstyle of Qing rule,
consisted of having the front portion of the head shaven with a remnant in the back plaited into a
long braid—typically one, but sometimes two. 17 This was a style historically worn by the
Manchu people, as well as the Mongols and Jurchens; it was deemed barbarous by Han
standards. The Manchus were not the first to officially impose this style on the Chinese. In 1129,
Philip A. Kuhn. Soulstealers : The Chinese Sorcery Scare Of 1768. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, (1992):
53-54; Noriko Unno-Yamazaki. “Cutting Off the Queue for Faith, Preserving the Queue for Face: Chinese Muslims’
Queue-Cutting Movements in North China During the Xinhai Revolution Period.” Azijske študije (Spletna izd.) 6.1
(2018): 13
15
Kuhn, Soulstealers, 53.
16
Peter Zarrow. “Historical Trauma:Anti-Manchuism and Memories of Atrocity in Late Qing China.” History and
memory 16, no. 2 (2004): 67.
17
Unno-Yamazaki, 13.
14
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the Jurchens ordered the Han to adopt the Jurchen braid and shave their foreheads, only later
drawing back from this rule. 18 (Later however, some rebellious Han Chinese adopted the style in
order to pose as Jurchens, and so terrify their neighbors for their own profit. 19 )
The Mongols’ conquest of China was the first time that a non-Han dynasty succeeded in
conquering all of China. 20 This 1644 Manchu order, coming from a non-Han group, was simply
a reminder of China’s troubled past and humiliation at the hands of foreigners. No loyal and selfrespecting Han wanted to accept the repeat of their brutal history. (The Manchus were in fact
viewed by many Chinese as “barbarian’ overlords” during the entire life of the Qing dynasty,
right until its end in 1911. 21)
The tonsured head was also problematic because historically, it had been used as a form
of punishment and shame. “A penal code of the third century BCE, for instance, lists shaving (of
head-hair and beard), along with tattooing and mutilation, as humiliations to be inflicted on
slaves and convicts.” 22 How could the entire Chinese nation be expected to accept a similar
disgrace, especially from the hands of “barbarians?”
Millions of Chinese men were now forced to give up their traditional hairstyles and adopt
the Manchu look to show their submission to the new dynasty. This was expressed in Dorgon’s
slogan, “Keep your head, lose your hair; keep your hair, lose your head. 23 An enormous number
of Chinese men prudently chose the former option. 24 Still, there was much organized resistance

Ding, 55.
Hebert Franke. “The Forest Peoples of Manchuria: Kitans and Jurchens.” Chapter. In The Cambridge History of
Early Inner Asia, edited by Denis Sinor, 400–423. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (1990): 417.
20
Hugh D. Walker. “Traditional Sino-Korean Diplomatic Relations: A Realistic Historical Appraisal.” Monumenta
Serica 24 (1965): 159.
21
Zarrow, “Historical Trauma:Anti-Manchuism,” 68.
22
Kuhn, 58-59.
23
Unno-Yamazaki, 13.
24
Ding, 55.
18
19
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and bloodshed over this mandate. Peter Zarrow, professor of modern Chinese studies at the
University of Connecticut notes how violent the Manchu takeover was: “Whole cities were razed
when their residents did not submit; men were killed, women raped and children enslaved. Men
were ordered to shave their pates and grow queues in the Manchu style, and some committed
suicide rather than do so.” 25
The conquest came at a heavy price for the Han, but also put great strain on the Manchus.
Consequently, Dorgon felt obliged to reverse the decree because, at least officially, “it
contradicted the will of the people.” 26 He was therefore not as authoritarian at first as Emperor
Hongwu (of the previous Ming dynasty) had been when it came to hair. However, Dorgon did
not give up. Taking over China was a slow and arduous process lasting years that required
conquering regions at different times; certain cities were more resistant to this mandate than
others.
Prompted by pressure from traditional Manchus who surrounded him, 27 Dorgon
reinstated the decree on July 8, 1645, which was then sent to the Ministry of Rites. 28 This decree,
like its 1392 counterpart, was inclusive of all levels of society. (The only exceptions were for
Buddhist monks who shaved their entire heads, Taoist priests who did not cut their hair, men in
mourning, and, once again, young boys.) 29
Dorgon attempted to reason with the people by appealing to Confucian principles. He
reminded them that “since the ruler was like a father and the subjects like his sons, and since

Zarrow, 67.
Godley, “The End of the Queue,” 56
27
Godley, 57.
28
Kuhn, 54.
29
Rhoads, Manchus and Han: Ethnic Relations, 60.
25
26
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father and sons were naturally a single entity, divergence between them was impermissible.” 30
However, this did not persuade everyone.
For him, adopting the new coiffure symbolized compliance, but more significantly
represented a top-down gesture that established national conformity. 31 Wearing the queue was
one of the few forceful ways that China’s huge illiterate population could be brought to
personally feel the force of Manchu domination. For Dorgon, wearing different hairstyles were a
sign of disunity, and obedience to the new law was a natural way to remedy the situation. 32 All
had to conform to the new law within ten days of its being announced in every province.
Disobedience was compared to disobeying the Mandate of Heaven. 33 Dorgon was especially
swift in dealing with regional officials who were not on board and sought to retain Ming styles:
they were executed mercilessly. 34
The 1912 Law
Michael Godley, a historian who has written on economics, government, and culture in
China comments that “the removal of the 'queue' or 'pigtail' in 1912 became one of the betterknown symbols of the fall of imperial rule, as well as a new period of modernization and
political change.” Although fashion in China was headed towards a more western look anyhow
(especially in cities with foreign concessions), the end of the queue was hastened by the Xinhai
Revolution in 1911 and the 1912 hair cutting edict.
After a tumultuous century of domestic and international crises that included the fierce
Taiping Rebellion (1850 - 1864), as well as a shocking defeat at the hands of the Japanese (1894
Kuhn, 55.; Godley, 56.
Ding, 54.
32
Kuhn, 55.
33
Kuhn, 54-55. Disobeying the Mandate of Heaven is the equivalent of committing treason against a divinely
established throne.
34
Kuhn, 55.
30
31
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- 1895), China was ready for a revolution. Sun Yatsen, a leader of the Xinhai Revolution and
father of modern China, was one of the first to cut his queue and insist on the ending of the most
notorious emblem of Manchu oppression. Two hundred and fifty years and generations after the
Manchu invasion, many Chinese, including Sun and his contemporaries, still could not pardon
the 1644 law. He saw the Manchu’s hair-cutting mandate to be tyrannical; similarly, his associate
Wang Jingwei argued “that it was a terrible indignity to force a man to shave, because
appearance was a critical part of a people's spirit.” 35
His words represented the feelings of many, but they were not the only reasons that
prompted the change. With the establishment of the Chinese Republic, Sun Yatsen became its
first president. He officially banned the Manchu queue. Ironically, in this way he took the same
approach as his predecessors by establishing a new era in the minds of the broad masses through
a hair law. He thus set out to homogenize the male hairstyles of the country through his “queuecutting campaign,” similar to “the hair-shaving campaign” installed by the Manchus centuries
before.
Reflections on the Control of Hairstyles
The decision to force the Manchu tonsure upon men and not women was in keeping with
the cultural norms in imperial China. Recall the seventeenth century lifestyles of Chinese
women; they spent their days at home while men spent theirs outside. 36 The mandate was not
necessary for women for three principle reasons: first, in a patriarchal society, controlling the
males was a sign that the entire population was mastered; second, women were not on the streets
regularly, so it would take more effort to enforce the Manchu women’s hairstyle on the Han
because inspectors would be required to enter the women’s quarters of homes, an unthinkable
35
36

Godley, 65.
Bret Hinsch. Women in Early Imperial China. 2nd ed. Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers (2010): 67-68.
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violation; and third, since the previous hairstyle law of 1392 was directed towards men, this 1645
law, in direct reaction to the former, consequently only needed to include males.
The three laws, each contradictory to the previous one, were ways that the government
sought to dominate and enforce a look that would help unify the country, and thereby suggest
universal support of the regime. Each also made it clear that the state owned the very body of the
individual by deciding what a citizen could and could not do even with their own hair. Emperor
Hongwu, Dorgon and Sun Yatsen were all unsettled by any fashion that was reminiscent of the
previous government. They expected all subjects to conform by changing their clothing and hair
as ordered, without any disagreement or contradiction. Dorgon was more adamant about the
Manchu tonsure than Manchu clothing 37 because hair (in the case of the queue) takes years to
acquire, while changing clothing could be done in a moment. Hair is a part of the individual’s
body, while clothing is external to the self.
The primal importance of hair is an ancient Chinese notion. According to Confucius, hair
was a gift from parents and cutting it was mutilation to the body. Changes in hairstyle also
signaled important changes in the life cycles of men. It was common during the Ming and Qing
dynasties to shave the heads of young boys (something known as a tonsure or mundane. 38)

Kuhn, 55.
Here are a couple practical reasons for a child tonsure: Babies and young children heat up faster in summer since
they are not able to sweat as much as adults, so a full tonsure would help a child stay cooler. Many perform child
tonsures in the belief that it would enable the hair to grow out more evenly afterwards. There are also other,
religious reasons, for having a child tonsure. Child-head shaving was not a practice unique to China. This was also a
custom in Mongolia and India for religious and practical reasons. The hair mandates explained above apply to adults
and not children. Confucius was probably not aware of these practical reasons for a tonsure because he was coming
from a philosophical perspective; these ideas may not have been popular at his time in the 6th century BCE
37
38
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In fact, a child’s tonsure might be the only haircut that males got during
the Ming dynasty. Then at the age of twenty, men would have a Guan-li
ceremony (capping ceremony), symbolizing the taking on of many
additional adult responsibilities. Part of this included acquiring an adult
topknot; men never cut their hair again. 39 (See figure 2.) 40
Figure 2 Our second 'boy', with hair unbraided around 1898 at the end of the
Qing dynasty 41

Curiously, the very harsh punishments that accompanied Ming
law, were a contradiction of Confucian teachings. John Braithwaite,
criminologist and author of Restorative Justice and Responsive
Regulation, considers Confucius to be the most influential thinker of restorative justice that the
world has known. 42 Restorative justice is the practice of responding to a crime by organizing
meetings between a criminal, the victim, and other community representatives to discuss a
transgression. It seeks to bring about healing to the situation in order to reduce feelings of
vengeance, thereby encouraging mercy and forgiveness. Confucius believed in using shame and
avoiding harsh punishments, especially capital punishment. “Reciprocity, mutuality, and

Alf Hiltebeitel, and Barbara D. Miller. Hair: Its Power and Meaning in Asian Cultures Albany: State University
of New York Press, (1998): 124.
This does not mean that every man’s hair was dragging in a trail behind him. After a hair strand reaches its
maximum length, it falls out and is replaced by a new one. Hair grows in multiple phases; during the anagen
(growing) phase, any single strand can grow for two to six years before it sheds in the exogen phase. Since scalp hair
grows at a rate of around half an inch per month, most men did not have hair longer than thirty-six inches at full
length.
40
This is an example of full-length hair during Qing dynasty; there are obviously no photographic examples from
Ming period.
41
Sarah Pike Conger. Letters from China: with particular reference to the Empress Dowager and the women of
China: Forgotten Books. 2010.
42
John Braithwaite. Restorative Justice & Responsive Regulation. Oxford ;: Oxford University Press (2001): 22.
39
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harmony were central to his ways of seeing.” 43 Certainly, the punishment of castration and exile
under the Ming and execution under the Qing were antithetical to Confucian thought. Instead of
these hair “crimes” being dealt with through some peaceful way, they were punished most
violently and severely. The contradiction between professed belief in Confucian ideals and actual
brutal government practice suggests how seriously both the Ming and the Qing took an outward
declaration of political loyalty made so obviously through hair style. Dorgon might have used
Confucian thought in an attempt to convince the Han Chinese to submit to Manchu style in order
to create brotherhood; yet Dorgon’s command to execute those who did not shave their head
revealed the true nature of Manchu rule. These contradictions show that the emperors—even
though they posed as exemplars of Confucian filial piety—valued their control over the
population more than they genuinely believed in Confucian thought.

Allegiance
The legacy of heroic Ming loyalists who died for the preservation of their hair—already
dead cells—is truly remarkable. This chapter discusses stories of resistance of men who would
not give up their hair, thereby showing their devotion to the Ming. The decision to adopt or reject
a mandated hairstyle during the Qing dynasty emphatically declared to whom an individual
pledged their allegiance. (Remarkably, even before the Manchus crossed the Great Wall, some
Han Chinese had adopted the queue to show submission to Manchu rule 44 Clearly, they knew

43
44

Braithwaite, Restorative Justice, 23.
Kuhn, 53.
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what was coming. Equally clear is that all Han did not necessarily think the Ming dynasty was
something to die for.) Firstly, however, it is necessary to further examine the importance of hair.

The Value of Hair

Confucius, China’s most admired philosopher, moralist, and politician lived from 571 to

479 BCE. His Classic of Filial Piety is regarded as the most important guide on this subject in
Chinese cultural tradition. It emphasizes the importance of harmony in family and community
relations, stating, “filial piety is the basis of virtue and the source of culture.” Concerning hair, it
teaches that: “The body and the limbs, the hair and the skin are given by one’s parents, and to
them no injury should come. This is where filial piety begins” 45 This mentality played a large
part in the resistance to the Qing mandates, (although, as already noted, Confucianism was also
used by Dorgon in his attempts to persuade the Chinese that they ought to accept the Manchu
tonsure.)
Historically, wearing hair up was a sign of dignity, while wearing it down suggested
disorderliness. Long, elaborately kept hair was a sign both of adult manhood as well as elite
status under native Han dynasties the preceded the Qing. 46
Guan Zhong, another ancient Chinese philosopher (720 to 645 BCE) also taught about
the correct way to wear hair. The Analects, a book written by disciples of Confucius, comments,
“Were it not for Guan Zhong, we would wear our hair loose and button our jackets on the left.” 47
In Confucian tradition, “A civilized Chinese gentleman should wear his hair up neatly in a bun in
opposition to a barbarian, a non-Chinese, who wears his hair down, unraveled in a mess.” 48

45
Confucius, Mencius, Winberg Chai, and Chu Chai. Sacred Books of Confucius: And Other Confucian Classics.
New Hyde Park, NY: University Books (1965): 325-326
46
Kuhn, 58.
47
Ding, 53.
48
Ding, 54.
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Thus, already by the seventh century BCE, Chinese had become hyper-consciousness of
distinguishing themselves from foreigners by their different hairstyles.
This style may also have become mainstream simply as a way of keeping the hair out of
the face while farming, or for aesthetic reasons, such as the height that a topknot provided. Some
Taoists believed this represented transcendence. Nonetheless, it had become established as
normal, and most men felt it was not acceptable to go against the prescribed look.
Correspondingly, the Manchu tonsure was considered abhorrent because it required
subjects to wear their hair down instead of up. “Ironically, what to the Manchu warriors
symbolized manliness, to the Chinese symbolized effeminacy.” 49 Still, the Manchus were not as
concerned with mandating the braid as they were with the shaved head, in part because the latter
was more highly resisted. Even Dorgon’s slogan emphasized losing hair instead of braiding what
was left. “The reason, apparently, was that the deeper humiliation was not braiding (the queue)
but shaving (the forehead).” 50 (The reason that Buddhist monks got away without a queue was
that they had completely shaved heads.)
Traditionally, the head received more attention than the rest of the body, and the practices
associated with it created a thriving industry. In the thirteenth century, no one went out
bareheaded, and oils were used for smooth and shine. Women of high rank wore phoenix and
flower shaped hair ornaments of gold and silver while rings could be seen in ladies’ chignons.
Servant girls wore colorful ribbons in their buns. Emperors had all types of headwear for
different occasions, while common people wore turbans whose shape and color showed the type
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of trade of which the wearer was a part. 51 Great care was taken to maintain long healthy hair for
men and elaborate hairstyles for women. For centuries, a full head of hair was a sign of virility. 52
From servant to emperor, each citizen participated in a rich hair culture that set them apart from
surrounding nations. Now, all of these ancient and elaborate traditions were to be discarded at
the whim of a new Manchu ruling class.
During the Qing dynasty, Confucianism was the dominant philosophy, but other minority
religions, Taoism, Buddhism, and Islam, had their own hair standards. Taoists did not cut their
hair since it was regarded as a part of the body’s energy or life force. (Hair practices for Muslims
under the Qing will be discussed later.) Buddhism had started in India between the fourth and
sixth centuries BCE and achieved ascendency during the Tang dynasty (618 - 907). The
differences between Buddhist and Confucian hairstyles were considerable. While Confucianists
and Taoists gloried in long hair, Buddhist monks since the thirteenth century had been shaving
their heads; they continued to do so during the Qing dynasty.
Ethnicity and the Queue
There were (and are) a number of minority groups in China. One of them, the Miao (or
Hmong), were not required by the Manchu government to adopt the queue because they were not
considered Chinese. (This indulgence was not extended to Miao leaders.) 53 The Miao and Han
had only limited contacts through trade. By the 1730s, however, the Miao had started to have
closer contact with the Han peoples through marriage. 54 As a result, Governor Zhongbao of
Hunan province and other officials discussed the possibility of further integration. This
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assimilation involved changing their appearance by accepting the queue and shaving their
foreheads, in addition to wearing Chinese dress. 55 In 1732 Garrison Commander Yang Kai did
an inspection to discover whether the Miao people under his jurisdiction were actually wearing
the queue and discovered that many were not. Upon asking why, they said that it was for a lack
of hats to protect themselves from both winter and summer temperatures and wind. So, Kai
helped pay for hats and ordered them to comply with the Manchu standard. 56
It is unclear whether this weather-related answer was the real reason that the Maio had
not been following the rule. Perhaps they were simply negligent. However, this example shows
how officers were anxious to ensure that people followed Manchu custom. Perhaps Kai thought
that buying hats would save him from being punished by the government for not strictly
enforcing the queue. More importantly, this event demonstrates that what the government
required for assimilation—the queue—was part of the very definition of being Chinese or
practicing Chineseness.
Practicing ethnicity is a concept that refers to the adoption of certain customs related to a
particular ethnicity into which others want to assimilate. Practicing an ethnicity is something that
one is socialized into early, or something that one takes on late in life. The desire to change the
ethnicity that one practices is usually motivated by a desire to fit in with the majority ethnic
group. The Miao agreed to practice Chineseness by growing queues and changing their dress,
since this allowed them to ascend to the status of the Han Chinese. For them the wearing of the
queue was not a sign of degradation, but a means of social mobility.
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Related to this is the story of Gu Hongming, a deracinated Chinese who had come back
to his “true” ethnicity by practicing Chineseness in the nineteenth century He had not been
socialized into it as a child, nor was he a native Chinese speaker. Born in Malaya (then a British
colony) he went to school in Scotland at the age of ten. He therefore did not have a queue to cut
off when he decided to continue his studies in Europe (in the course of which he acquired a
number of languages.) When he made his transformative decision to change his life, he
“renounced his identity as ‘an imitation Western man’” 57 to become “a Chinaman again.” 58 He
started growing a queue, wearing a Chinese long gown, learning Confucian classics, and
acquiring Mandarin and classical Chinese at twenty-four (in 1881). He thus affirmed his Chinese
ethnicity by associating himself with what is generally accepted as Chinese (the queue), even if it
was not deeply rooted in Chinese history. Interestingly, his queue made him the laughingstock of
the younger Han population, especially when as a middle aged man he taught English at Beijing
University. Explaining to the English novelist Somerset Maugham in 1921, Gu told him, “‘You
see that I wear a queue,’ taking it in his hands. ‘It is a symbol. I am the last representative of the
old China.’” 59
His determination to become Chinese late in life by wearing a queue and speaking
Chinese allowed his ethnicity to match his behavior. When he spoke of “imitation Europeans” he
was voicing his own greatest fear of practicing “Europeanness.” He believed people ought to
practice the ethnicity that matched their racial identity to gain the respect of those who are not of
that race or ethnicity—namely Europeans. When the Miao people began to be assimilated into
China, in order to become Chinese, they had to surrender their original identity by practicing
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Chineseness. Similarly, David Porter, a Qing dynasty scholar, in speaking of the ethnic Sibe
people, wrote that the queue was the “central element linking Sibe and Han.” 60 Gu was
comfortable with taking on certain characteristics of other ethnicities, such as their languages.
But this diasporic Chinese knew that changing one’s physical appearance would only result in an
imitation instead of a genuine identity; that is why he insisted on guarding the queue. For him it
was at the very core of what it meant to be Chinese.
Gu also saw practicing Chineseness through the prism of European colonial society. Born
and raised in various European milieux, he was often subject to the “colonial gaze” and was as a
result hyperconscious that his race made him the other. As a result, the binary in his mind was
not Han vs. Manchu, as it would be for numerous revolutionaries, but rather Chinese vs.
European. Whereas many wanted to give up the queue because it was not historically Han, Gu
wanted to adopt it because the Western cut he had grown up with was not he believed
historically Asian. The Manchu queue that his ancestors saw as an anti-Chinese imposition, Gu
accepted as definitively Chinese. While Sun Yatsen (who had spent some formative years in
Hawaii) and his followers were happy to use westernization as a club with which to beat the
Manchu government, Gu, who had grown up forced to be western, no longer wanted to identify
that way. He saw his country headed into a voluntary occidentalization that would lead to a
destructive alienization from its own history and traditions. Both Chinese men rebelled against
the ethnicity in which they had grown up, to practice an ethnicity for which they had a greater
admiration.
Though only a small percentage of the population—less than 3%—Chinese Muslims,
spread all around China, also contributed to the queue-clipping movement at the end of the
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dynasty. 61 (The Manchus had imposed the queue on only the leaders in the Turkic-speaking
Muslim community. In this case, as in that of the Miao people, the tonsure requirement on the
leaders was likely due to their being in greater proximity and contact with the rest of the Han
population. 62) Chinese speaking Muslims wore caps (Taqiyah) instead of turbans for prayer and
put their queues in the cap. However, it was a nuisance to do so multiple times a day. 63 In 1910,
the members of the Chinese Muslim community had begun to question among themselves their
reasons for numerous customs they had previously adopted: foot-binding, cap-wearing, and
queues.
They decided that Muslims should cut their queues for several reasons. First, because it
was a nuisance when performing ablutions prior to prayer, second, that it was not required in
Islam, and third, that they were simply unnecessary. However, the most important reason they
wanted to get rid of the queue was because of what Westerners said about them. Foreigners
called their queues “pigtails.” Since pigs are unclean animals for Muslims, it seemed disgraceful
to be told that they were walking around with pig’s tails. 64 They therefore took advantage of the
growing queue-cutting sentiment by getting rid of their own. 65 They were in this way able to deal
with an issue that had been troubling them for years without having to face any repercussions for
it.
Anecdotes about Resistance to the Manchu Hairstyle Decree
There were a number of Ming subjects who became martyrs for the fallen dynasty (and
Han traditional culture) in the face of Manchu oppression. They demonstrated their obduracy by
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refusing to shave the front of their foreheads. 66 “The zeal and ruthlessness with which the
conquerors persecuted local hair-growers suggests a fear that even the slightest deviation from
the tonsure decree might prove a nucleus for popular resistance. 67” In 1647, three years after the
Manchu invasion, while a local governor was making an inspection tour in a remote county near
the Great Wall, he came across a group of students. As it was winter, they were wearing caps,
and the inspector was pleased to see that they were all in the Manchu style. But he later noticed a
student who seemed to have hair on the front of his forehead. 68
Taking the matter seriously, he went over to the man and removed his cap, infuriated to
see that the front of his forehead was indeed unshaven. A thorough examination was carried out
to check if local officials had informed the population, and it was found that he had been warned
and was without excuse for not getting shaven. His unshaven head was chopped off and
“publicly exposed ‘to warn the masses.’” 69 Unfortunately, this one man’s transgressions affected
additional people. The patriarch of his family as well as “the local headman and the neighbors,
were all punished with beatings, and the county magistrate was docked three months’ wages.” 70
This example goes to show how tightly villagers were interconnected, and also the collective
responsibility that they bore for one man’s decision to demonstrate his allegiance to the former
dynasty.
Another example of resistance was Yang Tingshu of Suzhou, who was a scholar and
teacher. He was captured in 1647 after having been in hiding for three years after the Manchu
invasion. He simply would not yield to them. He was arrested for suspected association with a
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local uprising. Not having the required queue, he was given the opportunity to accept the tonsure
and thereafter be treated respectfully. But he instead insisted that “to cut off my head is a small
matter but to shave my hair is a grave matter.” 71 Yang’s head did not stay on long after this. To
him, his hair was worth more than his very life.
Ding comments, “The traditional male hairstyle of coiling one’s hair into a topknot not
only symbolized virility and graciousness for them as men, but more significantly, it verified
them as loyal to the Ming and defines them as Chinese.” 72 The issue here was that the very
definition of being Chinese lay in his topknot; he could no longer be truly Chinese without it.
Just before his head was taken, he wrote a poem with his blood. The “point was that by not
forgetting this man—his poem in blood, his suffering and his patriotism—the Han people would
“remember” their identity.” 73 For Yang Tingshu, life was not worth living if that was changed to
that of his oppressors. Not only did he take this stance, but he expected his fellow countrymen to
do the same.
In 1647, in a marketplace in Central China, a peasant named Kuo Shanhsien, got into a
loud argument over an insignificant matter while trying to sell chickens. The noise brought the
local constables to see what was going on. Unfortunately, Kuo Shanhsien, had not shaved his
head in a bit. It was discovered that he had almost an inch of hair on his head. Eventually, he
was arrested by the market tax-collector and brought to the local yamen (the official resident of
the magistrate) on the charge that his hair was too long. Magistrate Chang had Kuo’s head
shaved. An unfortunate turn of events caused him to be arrested a second time by the provincial
judge and brought in to be questioned with the acting magistrate and tax collector. The result
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was that the latter two, as well as the man’s landlord and neighbors, were punished for their
initial leniency. Kuo Shanhsien was released with only a beating because the judge reasoned he
was not a genuine traitor like those who intentionally allowed their hair to grow, but merely
someone given to carelessness. 74
However, the case was not yet closed. The governor-general (a post usually reserved for a
Manchu) was not pleased with the light sentence. He reasoned that Kuo Shanhsien, arrested
twice for the same offense, should be severely punished as a warning to others, especially since
the tonsure decree had been circulated a number of times. He was also displeased with magistrate
Chang for not being able to control such a stubborn subject. Eventually, Kuo was sentenced to be
beheaded and Chang removed from his position. The governor later reported that “Kuo died in
prison ‘of illness,’ thereby ‘incurring Heaven's punishment ... so the Kingly Law did not fail in
the slightest particular.’” 75
This man, who had come into town to sell chickens eventually ended up first arrested and
then executed because he failed to obey the Manchu mandate. Kuhn comments that, “Those early
years after the conquest were dangerous times, and not just for martyrs. The sword struck anyone
who, either from laziness or ignorance, failed to meet the symbolic requirements of the new
regime. These were not militant loyalists, but isolated subjects caught largely by accident.” 76 As
seen from the previous stories, it was not just the citizen who had failed to keep the requirements
that was punished. Local officials suffered repercussions too through fines, beatings, or even
losing their position to remind them to keep their subjects in line. “The tonsure decree was a
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touchstone by which the Throne tested its servants.” 77 Some passed the test. Others failed
miserably.
Dorgon died in 1650 and was succeeded by the Shunzhi emperor, who also fought
resistance in the land. In 1654, an official, Chen Mingxia, who had worked for both the Ming
and Qing governments suggested that the Chinese ought to be allowed to return to Han hairstyles
and dress. 78 For this alone he was executed by strangulation. The new emperor felt he needed the
full cooperation of each and every official and felt threatened by the slightest suggestion to
change.
In order for the Manchus to take control over the Han, they had to impose their culture in
a noticeable way, a way that would be a constant reminder to them and ensure submission. Their
method of gaining control ultimately caused shame for the Han Chinese and showed to whom
they obviously had pledged their allegiance. Philip Kuhn, Chinese historian at Harvard
University comments on how strategic this law was:
We can appreciate the importance of this cultural sticking point to the invaders: it
channeled the application of force toward the most obdurate centers of resistance. In this
respect, the tonsure decree was a shrewd move: better to flush resistance into the open
and destroy it quickly than to nourish a sullen passivity toward the new regime. 79

This meant that those who were not executed were weak-willed and defeated—exactly
who the Manchus wanted. The queue had not been mandated because it was considered
beautiful. Rather it was a filtering mechanism by which they could weed out those who would
not pledge allegiance to the throne. In effect, they were looking for what Michel Foucault would
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call a “docile body.” In his work Discipline and Punishment, he describes a solider who has
been trained through boot camp. A “docile body” is one that is the “object and target of power;”
it can be manipulated, subjected, used, formed, improved, trained, shaped, always obedient and
responsive to power. 80 It does not retaliate against the force that bends it to submit because the
authorities have subjugated the very mind of the individual. The docile body is taken by subtle
coercion. By the Manchus taking over the most valued part of the Han body—the hair—the entire
corps was under control.
In an article entitled, “Politicizing the queue: The social, political and cultural symbolism
of hair in Qing dynasty and young republican China,” scholar Lili Ding says “a society often
exerts external power on the human body, which restrains, constructs and defines it to a large
extent. On the other hand, the individual human body constantly appropriates, influences, even
transforms the meanings imposed on it. Indeed, along with its experience, the human body serves
as a prism through which historical and cultural contexts are effectively refracted.” 81 Here, Ding
captures the complicated relationship that the state had towards the bodies of its subjects. The
state attempted to define parameters within which citizens should appear to their neighbors and
the world.
Effectively, by this rule, the Manchus both defined and blurred the ethnic boundaries
between themselves and the Han. 82 On the one hand the Qing never yielded on the prohibition of
Manchu-Han intermarriage. On the other, insistence on the queue made the Han look more like
them. It were as though the Han were being assimilated into the Manchus, rather than the other
way around. In that way the hair decree created a double humiliation. The meanings associated
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with the confines the hair mandates had imposed on the body carried tremendous psychological
and ideological implications for its citizen.
Frederic Wakeman Jr., an American historian of East Asia describes yet another
imposition: “the Han Chinese men regarded the order as a kind of tonsorial castration, a
symbolic mutilation of one's masculinity and moral integrity.” 83 This had simultaneous physical
and psychological implications—a terrible hardship indeed. Maintaining the Manchu queue
meant that men needed to shave their heads about every ten days. It was a constant reminder of
subordination.
The perceived importance of hair is revealed in an incident in the late eighteenth century.
In 1768, over a hundred years after the Manchu takeover, a remarkable series of court cases
involving queues transfixed much of China. Known to modern historians as the Chinese Sorcery
Scare, it involved a number of individuals, many of them monks and beggars, were accused of
practicing black magic. 84 Deaths, sickness, and most terribly of all, “soul-stealing,” had been
brought about by sorcerers using the power inherent in severed queues for their own dark
purposes. 85 To local authorities, it might have seemed a challenge to Qing rule that so many
men were missing their queues, while others reported that they had been threatened with the loss
of theirs. More significantly, it demonstrated once again the importance of hair, which many
people invested with mystical powers derived from the “life force” that hair contained – so
powerful that it could be harnessed, under certain circumstances, for evil ends.
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Shame
During the Qing dynasty, a number of events—domestic and international—changed the
way that the country viewed queues and the degree to which the mandate was enforced. In
China, anti-Manchu forces still wanted to get rid of the queue. Abroad it was both misunderstood
and ridiculed. A long-standing symbol of Manchu power, by the end of the dynasty, its ubiquity
seemed to bring shame upon both the dynasty and the nation.
The Manchus had provided relatively good government and peace for a hundred and
twenty years, and China had prospered. In that time the population grew enormously, straining
for the first time the ability of the agricultural economy to provide enough food and land for so
many new subjects. The dynasty had reached its absolute zenith of power and prestige under
Emperor Qianlong (1711-1799), even as his extravagant support of the arts, as well as military
adventures beyond the empire’s frontiers, began to impoverish the treasury. Determined to
prove himself a great friend of Chinese culture, he had commissioned among other things one of
the greatest literary compilation projects in Chinese history, “The Complete Library of the Four
Treasuries" in the 1770s and 1780s.
This enormous effort also had a darker side. He ordered that all works disparaging the
Manchus be destroyed. This was done so thoroughly that not a single copy of over 2,000
offending manuscripts survived. Even at the apparent height of its power, the dynasty it appeared
was still unsure of its hold on China.
That fear became increasingly justified in the course of the nineteenth century. By the
time Qianlong died in 1799, corruption in the bureaucracy was rife, and the treasury was
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beginning to show monumental deficits. But the greatest catastrophe to hit the Qing was the Tai
Ping rebellion that devastated the lower Yangtze valley between 1850 and 1864.
The rebellion encapsuled a number of traditional grievances—growing poverty, grinding
taxation and land hunger. The catalyst for the rebellion was born, however, out of the traditional
civil service examination system by which emperors for hundreds of years had chosen the
bureaucrats who were the real rulers of provincial China. The leader of the rebellion was a failed
scholar. This figure was (and is) a perennially tragic figure in Chinese society.
The traditional Chinese civil service had been unique for almost a thousand years. Begun
under the Han dynasty (206 BCE to 220 CE) it allowed emperors to rule without recourse to a
fractious landed nobility that was the bane of rulers across Europe and Asia. Theoretically open
to all boys, examinations on literature, Confucian ethics, poetry and other subjects were
periodically administered at the local, county, provincial and national level, each designed to
eliminate all but the best scholars. Those who succeeded at the national level could expect the
beast bureaucratic jobs, providing both immense prestige and opportunities to get rich. This in
turn allowed them to buy land, and so join that group of “scholar-gentry” that was the main
support both of the government and Chinese high culture.
Those who did not make the grade could find only scant honor as provincial teachers of
the next generation of aspiring bureaucrats. Hong Xiuquan was one of these. Having failed his
exams a number of times, he had a nervous breakdown, became sick and had a number of
religious dreams while in a delirious state for a month in bed. His dreams led him to start a
movement believing that he was to rescue China from the Manchu rulers to establish peace and
paradise on earth. Hundreds of thousands of hard-pressed peasants joined him in his effort to rid
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China of what he called the “Manchu demons,” and establish paradise in his Tai Ping (Great
Peace) kingdom, the capital of which was Nanking.
For the rebels, growing their hair was once again one way of demonstrating their defiance
of the ruling dynasty. 86 Many of those who joined the rebellion were thus known as “long hairs”
or “hair rebels” growing their hair wild, while others hid their queues under red turbans. 87 For
the Han, growing their hair had once again become one of the most obvious ways of publicly
declaring their opposition to the Qing. 88 The fourteen year old Tai Ping kingdom was eventually
extinguished at the cost of more than twenty million lives (most of them victims of starvation
and disease caused by a massive dislocation of the economy). One of its legacies was
heightened anti-Manchu feeling that once again “looked on the queue as a mark of national
shame,” 89
Western Mockery
The Chinese desire to get rid of the queues was in part fueled by the way they were
perceived internationally. This was especially true in the United States, where thousands of
Chinese men went to participate in the California Gold Rush, and also to build the
transcontinental railroads that would transform the American nation. (The first railroad line was
completed in 1869.) They also served as launderers, cooks, and occasionally merchants.
During their time in America, they had of course kept their queues, knowing that if they
cut them off, and later wanted to return to China, they would have to wait years until they grew
back. Godley comments, “For most Westerners, being Chinese and wearing a queue went
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together. Both were thought to be clumsy, dirty, and above all, funny. 90” Another Westerner
commented upon seeing the queue for the first time, “His cap is fantastic and his head is shaven
except on the crown, whence there hangs down a tuft of hair as long as a spaniel's tail.” 91 These
unfavorable images made some Chinese feel embarrassed and inferior (something that the
Manchus had originally intended). Simply leaving China in search of a better life, little did they
expect that their appearance would engender such prejudice—leading ultimately to the Queue
Ordinance of 1873, and less directly to the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act.
Figure 3 Chinese Meal by Lai Afong, c1880. 92
Chinese American men with queues in
Chinatown, San Francisco 93

In the 1870s, Americans knew very
little about East Asian culture, so the
presence of men with a shaven forehead
and long braids was jarring to some. (See
figure 3.) Their language, features, and
customs were also foreign.
From early on, American acceptance of the immigrants mixed. The railroad companies
liked them. They worked hard, worked cheap, and were always sober. American workers
spitefully targeted them out of fear of competition. 94 Xenophobes created a number of laws
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between the 1850s to 1880s to reign in the freedom of Chinese immigrants—some of these being
the foreign mine tax, alien poll tax and queue ordinances, as well as regulations creating
segregated areas. 95 The Queue Ordinance, first passed in 1873 and enacted in 1876 in San
Francisco, specifically banned the Chinese queue. 96
This had followed a more draconian law proposed by an Anti-Coolie Association, “a
white-led anti-Chinese civic organization.” (The Chinese were referred to as “coolies,” a
common term for low-wage East Asian immigrant workers.) This petition to the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors asked that strict sanitary regulations be established for the Chinese quarter
of the city. 97 The request resulted in “an ordinance requiring every lodging house to provide at
least 500 cubic feet of air per person. (See figure 4.) The penalty for not doing so was either a ten
dollar fine or a jail sentence. While the law was officially aimed at all of the city’s
boardinghouses, enforcement was largely limited to the Chinese.” The fine was a great burden
for many Chinese.
They preferred therefore to go to jail for five days. This inspired another ordinance.
“Learning that the queue was an important cultural symbol for Chinese men, the Board of
Supervisors in 1873 passed the Queue Ordinance, requiring jailers to cut the hair of every male
prisoner to within one inch of the scalp.” 98 This gave American prison personnel what was to the
Chinese an unendurable access to their bodies, by altering the most important physical
representation of what to them had become (curiously) their national identity. They were now
being forced to relive the same kind of trauma that their ancestors had experienced when the
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Manchu queue had been first imposed, and Han men had suddenly been subject to severe hair
loss. They male Chinese population had only become accustomed to the Manchu style over
more than a century. This new violation, coming suddenly, and in a new country, was at first
very difficult to bear.
Figure 4. This image emphasizes the
overcrowding in Chinese quarters that
prompted the sanitary regulations. 99

Ironically, this reprehensible
treatment in an American jail was
reminiscent of the way criminals were
treated at back in China. “In the later
Qing period, care was taken that convicts observe the tonsure requirements. Jail wardens had to
ensure that felons under delayed death sentences had their foreheads shaved, while those
suffering internal banishment were also inspected quarterly to ensure that they were obeying the
Manchu hair regulations.” 100 The cutting of the queues by the American prison administration
was therefore not unlike the treatment felons sentenced to death got in China, and all this simply
because they had not followed local sanitary regulations. (The difference between how they were
punished in the United States and in China was of course considerable. In the United States they
lost their queues. As criminals convicted of a capital offence in China, they would have also
eventually lost their heads.)
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This queue-cutting ordinance showed the length that some Americans were willing to go
to order to punish small sanitary infractions, as long as those punished were Chinese. As the San
Francisco sheriff explained:
The purpose of cutting off the queues was not only to harass the Chinese, but also an
attempt to get them to pay the ten dollar fine which was the penalty for violating the
Cubic Air Ordinance. So many Chinese men opted to spend the five days in jail rather
than pay a ten dollar fine that the jails were becoming overcrowded and expensive to
run. 101
Eventually, the law was challenged in the courts. 102 “[A] judge described it as spiteful
legislation intended to discourage immigration. He ruled that such a hair-cutting law purposely
aimed at the Chinese, which was not enforced against any other prisoners, violated the Civil
Rights Act of 1870, the Fourteenth Amendment, and the Burlingame Treaty.” 103
William Alvord, San Francisco’s mayor, had also opposed this queue-cutting ordinance
because it disregarded treaties between the United States and China and the Civil Rights Act.
However, a similar law was passed again in 1876 by the Board of Supervisors. The new mayor,
Andrew Jackson Bryant, signed it into law. One immigrant was determined to challenge it. Ho
Ah Know, through the help of the Chinese Six Companies, 104 sued the San Francisco sheriff for
having his queue cut in jail, thereby causing him both “loss and mental anguish. 105” The issue
eventually went through federal court all the way to the Supreme Court.
In 1879, Supreme Court Justice Stephen Field ruled in favor of the Chinese because
cutting a queue in jail was deemed unusual punishment. The Court also noted that this ordinance
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failed to grant the Chinese promised equal protection for “all persons.” The Fourteenth
Amendment guaranteed due process for all, including non-citizens. In addition, local laws
singling out a specific ethnic group were again found to be unconstitutional. 106
The Chinese community was overjoyed with this ruling, but a number of their neighbors
were not. Justice Stephen Field was ridiculed in the local San Francisco Wasp and the San
Francisco Argonaut. The Argonaut “called the court’s decision ‘sickening sentimentality,’ and
stated that any concern for the ‘soulless heathen [Chinese]’ was ‘absurd’ and ‘altogether
ridiculous.’” 107
Meanwhile The San Francisco Wasp showed its disdain by putting a picture of Field,
dressed in Chinese clothing and wearing a queue, braiding a Chinese man’s hair. It also included
a small drawing of the sheriff who had originally been sued for cutting a queue. (See figure. 5.)
Americans’ strong opinions about the queue were of course simply an extension of a broader
hostility to Chinese immigration and the economic competition that threatened American
workers. This was equally clear to the immigrant community, and even though the queue law
could no longer be used to harass them, Chinese continued to feel the pressure. (See figure 6.)
Such outright hatred resulted in a number of Chinese simply not being comfortable with
having a queue, either at home in China or abroad in America. (Orientalist-driven fantasies
suggested in more gruesome detail how Americans viewed the Chinese.) Yet it also seemed
clear that removing the queue would help Chinese to better assimilate, not only into America, but
into other developed western nations.
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Figure 5 Photo from The Illustrated Wasp.
Expressing contempt towards Justice Field’s
ruling. 108

The queue certainly had become a key
element in the creation of the “other” in the
minds of many. “Othering” is an
action consciously or unconsciously performed
to separate those who for whatever reason fail
to establish good standing within the majority
social group. The 2017 Keywords for Media
Studies also defines “othering” as “a strategy
that reinforces the mainstream by
differentiating individuals and groups and relegating them to the margins according to a range of
socially constructed categories.” 109 In the United States, no prior law had “criminalized” the
queue. But once the Chinese had arrived, a law was created to marginalize its wearers who did
not conform to the already established norm for male grooming.
Although many Chinese men had planned to return home after finishing work in
America, it was more difficult to do so after their queues had been cut, since it would have meant
death for those who returned without it. And even if not death, there was also the real fear of
“othering” back in the homeland that kept Chinese abroad after their queues were shamefully
removed.
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Figure 6 The March 2, 1878 edition of the San
Francisco Illustrated Wasp. The cartoon lambasts Sheriff
Nunan for placing Chinese men arrested for violating the
"500 cubic foot" law into a County Jail space of 100 cubic
feet. 110

(The impossibility of moving back to one’s
own country after losing one’s hair was not unknown
in world history. One is reminded of the Biblical
story in which, during the rule of King David (of
Israel), some of his messengers were humiliated
when the Ammonite king of Jericho cut off half of
their beards. The men were greatly ashamed, and
King David ordered that they remain in Jericho until their beards grew back. 111 This situation
like the one experienced by the Chinese made them unpresentable to their own people without
the distinguishing mark of what had become not only the Manchu, but the national Chinese
hairstyle.)
Figure 7 Anti-Chinese poster for labor
unions. 1879. 112

There is much irony in this story of
queue cutting in America. The queue had been
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imposed by the Manchus as a sign of Chinese submission. A Manchu hairstyle, it was distinctly
un-Chinese. In America, as in much of the West, it became the quintessential symbol of Chinese
nationality in the eyes of non-Chinese. (More remarkably, this was slowly becoming the case
among Chinese as well.) The cutting of queues in America was a similar act of humiliation in
the New World. It would seem that with or without queues, the Chinese were degraded. Queue
cutting in America was interpreted by the victims as an even more personal assault on human
dignity. Yet in China it became a symbol of both personal and national liberation, not only
during the Tai Ping rebellion, but much more importantly at the end of the Qing dynasty.
The same problems with the queue had followed the Chinese to other parts of the world.
By 1900, indentured and contract laborers had gone to South Africa, Australia, Guyana, Haiti,
Cuba, Southeast Asia, Canada, Oceania, the Caribbean, South America, and Europe. This was
part of the ever-widening Chinese diaspora. As in the United States, their reception was not
often friendly. Indentured Chinese laborers brought to South Africa to mine gold were kicked,
flogged and chained, as well as being tormented by the ever-present jibe of “pigtail.” 113
The Queue in Late Qing Novels
There was a great appreciation for Western clothing and hairstyles in China during the
late Qing dynasty, as can be seen in the works of some writers. For example, the Chinese
novelist, Ping Huazhuren demonstrated this in his novel Jiuweihu, which is set in Shanghai—the
Eastern capital of fashion, and the site of the most important foreign concessions. When
describing a young man trying to look stylish and attract prostitutes, Ping has him putting on
Western clothing and “[sporting] long bangs and hair gel. 114” Later, when a friend convinces him
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to look respectable, he wears a traditional long gown and queue. 115 The author thus demonstrates
three things about “modernity” and hairstyles: 1) the youth in late Qing China had knowledge of
Western styles and thought them desirable; 2) the rules on wearing a queue during late Qing
China were relaxed enough so that he was not punished for being without one; and 3) a queue
was widely understood as “respectable,” and so was to some degree assimilated into Chinese
mainstream society, while the youth who went without one was testing the limits of societal as
well as political boundaries. Paola Zamperini, Professor of Chinese Literature and Culture
comments on this phenomenon.
Both men and women could choose to wear Western clothing from head to toe or to
“accessorize,” adopting one or two Western items, such as sunglasses, a hairdo, or an
umbrella, along with a long gown or silk trousers and jacket. Women, and especially
prostitutes, enjoyed cross-dressing in both Chinese and Western garb and often produced
strong effects on the observers. 116

The fear and shame of being seen with the wrong (i.e. non-Manchu) hairstyle was fading
in late Qing China among the younger population. The government was also becoming less able
to restrict their access to western fashion. Furthermore, executing every educated young man for
trying the new Western look would have been impractical, as well as a great loss for the nation,
since they represented the nation’s best and brightest. But this was more than the young simply
wearing western styles to “try something new.” They were also escaping seemingly outworn
traditions in order to move out into the wider world.
(There was something else operating here. The Manchu government had been repeatedly
forced since the 1830s to open China not only to foreign trade, but also to foreign ruled
concessions that would facilitate the importation of Western goods. Some foreigners understood
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this as a humiliation of China. Some Chinese were not so sure. The Manchu government was the
government of China, but it was never considered by many Han as a Chinese government. The
queue, if nothing else, constantly reminded some Chinese of that. Every Qing defeat at the
hands of foreigners signaled to some the possibility of liberation. Western influence had also
introduced ideas of constitutional and democratic government. There seemed to be for the first
time a reasonable alternative not only to Qing, but also imperial, autocratic rule.)
Not only had the queue lost some of its old power, but women had also started to play
with it. Zamperini’s article discussing fashion and identity in Shanghai shares a scene from a
novel where a Western-educated Chinese doctor returns to the city after ten years and is
surprised to find most of the women wearing queues. 117 His immediate concern is what the
Westerners will think about the Chinese. He regrets the fact that his own countrymen are not
even knowledgeable of their own civilization, saying that it remains culturally as well as
geographically thousands of miles apart from the West. 118 Simply by observing the new female
fashion, namely the historic male hairstyle that previously suggested virility being worn by
women, his concern is about the shame this would bring upon them in the eyes of foreigners. But
his worry revealed something deeper. The enormous pressure that the Chinese were under to
look dignified in the eyes of the West controlled the way the Han saw themselves. Much of the
nation seemed plunged into an identity crisis largely inspired by foreign opinion. This would
contribute to growing civil confusion. 119
Fashion scholar Philip Perrot argues that clothing has a double aspect: dressing is
personal but also a social act. We choose what we want to wear, but it is the society that judges
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our outfits 120—not only our clothing but also our hairstyles. Karl Gerth, explores this
phenomenon as it relates to Chinese hairstyles: “The ascribed meanings of clothing, hairstyles,
the body adornment as well as other aspects of appearance have always, regardless of area or
epoch, been fundamental to the social construction of gender, age, caste, class and ethnicity,
indeed to every category of socio-cultural subjectivity” 121 The society gives and ascribes
meaning to the identity that individuals take on when they get dressed. This self-consciousness
that was most intensely felt in the matter of hairstyles at the end of the Qing dynasty greatly
affected how Chinese decided to portray themselves in the eyes of others.
Lu Xun, (the writer whose observation was referenced at the beginning of this thesis) was
a prominent short story writer in the modern Chinese canon. In his work “The Story of Hair,” he
recalls cutting off his queue in 1902 before going to study oversees because it seemed so
inappropriate. To his surprise, many of his Chinese classmates abroad had coiled their queues
instead of cutting them off and detested him for being queue-less. His supervisor even threatened
to take away his scholarship. 122 Upon returning to Shanghai, he bought an artificial queue to fit
in, only to have it closely inspected by many who suspected it was counterfeit. When they
determined it was, they treated him as though he had committed a capital offense! 123 He tried to
solve his problem with a western haircut and clothing, but this only won him further abuse.
While trying to work at the local high school, his colleagues avoided him, and officials watched
him suspiciously. Only the students admired him because of his missing queue. 124 It proved
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impossible for him to please everyone. The accounts both in Jiuweihu and “The Story of Hair”
testify to the awkward and divided state of queue-ed men in and out of China.
Revolutionaries with Identity Crises and the Removal of the Queue
Recalling the fundamental moment that marked the beginning of his political
transformation, Sun Yatsen said, “I cut off my cue which I had been growing all my life. For
some days I had not shaved my head, and I allowed the hair to grow on my upper lip.” 125 For
him, “it was a momentous hair-cut ...symbolic of an already accomplished inward change.” 126
The knowledge of the trouble that the Chinese had gone through in San Francisco was a
warning to Chinese still at home. Cutting off their queue was becoming a necessary act in order
to leave China and be accepted abroad. Even before the end of the Qing dynasty, novelist Han
Suyin told about how her father had removed his queue in 1903 in order to study in Europe.
“Something of a pioneer, he let hair grow on his forehead, learned to part it and use pomade.” 127
This was a drastic change for a man who had been accustomed to having to shave his forehead
three to four times a month. How difficult for an adult to suddenly change hair style and
maintenance routines in order to be well-received abroad.
Each of these men signaled a significant intellectual transformation by their removal of
their queues, which was instantly visible to all. However, their anti-Manchu sentiments did not
result in their going back to classic Han hairstyles or traditions, as the hair martyrs before them
had done. It ended instead in a western look. Ironically, what Sun, Han’s father, and Lu had done
as a symbol of liberation was understood as punishment for Chinese men in San Francisco jails
just decades before! All three believed themselves to be moving towards a new and better world
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by removing their queues. But was this truly a liberating moment? Or was it simply a change of
thralldom, no longer brutally imposed by the Qing, but rather seductively introduced by the
West?
The Chinese press, being a powerful instrument in shaping opinion, also participated in
expressing anti-Manchu sentiments regarding hair. The Min Bao was a revolutionary newspaper
between 1905 and 1908 and had contributions from Wang Jingwei and Sun Yatsen. One of its
articles was forthright in condemning the old Manchu mandate, “The death of hair! The death of
the nation!! The death of freedom!!!” 128 The author, like so many others, affirmed that hairstyle
was an important way to proclaim a love of freedom and country. Another journalist in the
September 1907 edition of the Eastern Miscellany even suggested that “cutting the queue” would
possibly help resolve the Manchu-Han conflict. 129
At the same time, the Manchus, being less than 1% of the population, were becoming
frightened. With anti-Manchu sentiment growing on all sides, many were willing to eliminate the
queue. Manchu princes Zaize and Zaizhen openly agreed to abolishing it as a gesture of support
of modernization. 130
Another Han Chinese anti-Manchu revolutionist and writer, Zou Rong, wrote a pamphlet,
“The Revolutionary Army” in which he boldly proclaimed, “China is the China of the Chinese,
not something the Manchu scoundrels can make their own.” 131 He bemoaned that fact that his
twentieth century countrymen were not wearing the clothing and hairstyles of their ancestors
(something which no one had done since the early eighteenth century). He felt hey had “rejected
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the hair of their fathers” 132 He also could not stand the fact that Chinese men with Manchu
queues were harassed in London with words like “pigtail” or “savage.” Even in Tokyo, passersby
shouted “‘Chanchanbotsu” [lit., ‘a slave with a tail’] at Chinese visitors. 133
Zou complained that: “When I touch the clothes I wear, the hair on my head, my heart
aches! ... Ah, these queues, these barbarian clothes, these banner gowns [qipao], these peacock
feathers, these red hat buttons, these necklaces. Are they the costume of China's cultural tradition
or are they the loathsome dress of the nomadic and thievish Manchus?” 134 He could not live with
the disgust of wearing what did not belong culturally to his people. Zhang Binglin was yet
another scholar and revolutionary who cut his queue, in his case at a public protest in 1903.
Referring to the Manchus as “barbarians,” he resented that they forced their manners on the Han
people. “Dress, the shaving of the head, and the queue were proof enough of degradation.” 135
None of these early twentieth century revolutionaries of course had any memories of the
brutal conquest by the Manchus or the original tonsure mandates that went with it. And yet the
use of the word “barbarian” was equally evident in seventeenth century scholarly writing and
contemporary revolutionary rhetoric to describe how Chinese felt about the Manchu regime.
That anger and frustration over the conquest was still fresh in their consciousness and drove a
twentieth century desire for change. China’s historical memory was both very old, and still very
much alive.
Revolutionaries were more interested with fitting into the Western mold than going back
to earlier Han traditions. In his writings, Sun Yatsen railed against the Manchus by calling them
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an inferior race, “accusing the Manchus of tyranny for making Chinese shave their heads.” 136
Yet he was not interested in retreating into older, more authentic Chinese ways, either in dress or
belief. Nothing that he wanted was essentially Chinese. It was rather international, with a very
strong Western flavor. He was equally indifferent to the hairstyles of all the previous dynasties
and to Confucian teachings about hair’s relationship to the body.
“If people say that the queue hairstyle was first a symbol of alien, non-Chinese [Manchu]
rule in the beginning of the Qing dynasty, it had unquestionably been internalized as Chinese by
the majority of the Han by the nineteenth century.” 137 We can see that the queue was internalized
as Chinese by the fact that those who had immigrated to America had come to associate the
queue with their own Chinse identity, which made its removal so much of a personal affront.
This was also deeply felt in China, if not by all Chinese. Zhang Zhidong, a Chinese
official who lived from 1837 to 1909, and Gu Hongming who lived from 1857 to 1908 and had
worked for Zhang for twenty years, were adamantly against cutting their queues. Gu Hongming
(discussed earlier for his decision to practice chineseness as an adult) decided to keep his even
after the fall of the Qing dynasty. In fact, Ding notes “they believed that Manchus and Hans had
already assimilated, and the queue had become a marker of Chinese national identity for both
groups.” 138 Wherever Chinese went abroad, their nationality was instantly recognized because of
their queues.
Doctor Sun Yatsen would probably have agreed that the queue was a marker of Chinese
identity too, but he saw this as a negative, something to be ashamed of, instead of a valuable
element of Chinese heritage that should be kept. Sun certainly did not see the Manchus as
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assimilated into the country; he fixated on the demarcations between the two groups, at the same
time insisting on the need for China to become modern, that is, Westernize.
For him, the rejection of the queue was therefore not simply a rejection of Qing rule, but
of all of those aspects of Chinese culture that he believed retrograde, xenophobic, and generally
resistant to the things the West had to offer—constitutional and democratic government, science
and technology, and all of those humane values associated with the western Enlightenment.
Chinese diplomat Wu Tingfang similarly encouraged getting rid of queues as a means to
“show the world a sign of renovation” in China. He argued that powerful nations had long
abolished long hair because it was unhygienic and unsuitable for industrialized modern life. 139
He too agreed that the queue was a marker of Chinese identity but believed nonetheless that
getting rid of it was rational. He preferred to attack it by calling it unsanitary, thus dismissing all
those who did not cut their hair as dirty. This also masked a general antipathy, which ran much
deeper. Anti-queue sentiment was becoming a marker for all those who hated not only Chinese
economic and political backwardness, but also those Chinese traditions that had created those
conditions and prevented change.
Another journalist, Jiang Shuzi, suggested in A Review of the Times (Wanguo gongbao)
that China ought to abandon Manchu style dress as well as hair, pointing to the example of Peter
the Great, who in the seventeenth century put an end to traditional Russian dress among the elites
so as to be better able to catch up with the rest of Europe. As a result of his determined action,
his country had become strong. Similarly, Jiang reminded his readers of how their Japanese
neighbors, under the leadership of the Meiji emperor, had changed their country’s styles to match
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Europe. This had helped Japan become a strong, westernized nation—indeed strong enough to
defeat China in the first Sino-Japanese war of 1894-95. 140
It would seem that China was beginning to move towards that cultural civil war between
traditionalists and modernizers that had engulfed Japan in the 1860s following its opening by
Commodore Perry. The great question for China was no longer about the need for change, but
only how it was going to change. Revolutionaries wanted to Westernize the country by
overthrowing the Qing, wearing European clothing, studying in Europe and learning Western
languages. Traditionalists instead preferred to take inspiration from pre-Manchu customs.
Gu Hongming did not entertain anti-Manchu sentiments. At the same time, he did not
oppose all changes, such as using more English. He had studied abroad and learned a number of
Western languages, written some works in English, and even translated some Confucian classics.
He too, like his anti-Manchu compatriots was interested in gaining the respect of the Western
world. He observed,
Foreigners will not respect us more, will not cease to think of us as only Chinese, simply
because we have cut off our queues and put on European clothes. I am perfectly certain
the people of Europe and America will respect us less when we cease to be Chinese and
become imitation Europeans. The people of Europe and America will respect us and
cease to think we are only Chinese - only when they know who we Chinese really are a people with a somewhat different but equally wonderful civilization as theirs and not a
whitinferior. The one reform therefore which China needs above all others, is not queue –
cutting or constitution - making but really...to show the people of Europe and America
what we are. In short, it is by joining the best with best that we can ever hope to break
down the dividing line of East and West. 141
Here, Gu insists that the way to get foreigners to appreciate Chineseness more would not
be by mindlessly imitating them. He knew that no matter how Han people changed their fashions
they would still be Chinese, and Westerners would be able to see right through their disguise. He
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strongly believed that they needed to stand up for their differences to be respected. Removing the
queue would mean that the Chinese were affirming the Western world as better, and not merely
different. That was wrong.
Deliberation about the Removal of the Queue
By 1910, the Qing authorities themselves were seriously discussing the possibility of
removing the obsolete queue mandate. This was the result of several factors: first, the influence
of Chinese reformers in close contact with Manchu officials, second, the example of the
modernizing reforms in Japan and Korea, and third, other important changes that were taking
place in the country, including the elimination in 1905 of the centuries old civil service
examination system.
In 1898, Kang Youwei, a reformer connected to the Guangxu Emperor, suggested
changes in the national dress. He reminded the imperial court about Meiji reforms, and how it
would be advantageous for the emperor himself to bring about similar changes, noting that in
Japan “official court dress had all been changed to the Western style, and the Japanese emperor
had personally cut short his hair.” 142 Although attitudes like this about the queue were changing,
this suggestion to the court was still risky behavior. Officials who had previously suggested
eliminating the queue had themselves been eliminated. While the emperor chose not to cut his
queue, Kang was not executed for his suggestion. 143 This in itself was an important harbinger of
change.
A number of reforms were suggested in the early 1900s to help ameliorate Manchu-Han
relations. These included Manchus adopting Han-style surnames, the elimination of the
segregated banner system under which the army was still organized, allowing intermarriage
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between Manchus and Han, and of course the cutting off of queues. 144 Some groups had begun to
modify their queues as well as dress after the Boxer Rebellion of 1899-1901, but no change had
been affected by imperial officials. It began when solders in the Westernized Chinese New Army
got permission to shorten their queues. Beijing policemen were then told in late 1905 to shorten
theirs by two-thirds. 145 Seeing the army and police without their regular length queues, students,
even those in middle school started to shorten and remove their queues as well. They began to
disappear even faster among those students who had studied abroad. 146
Until the twentieth century, China had had an enormous influence on both Japan and
Korea. During the Ming dynasty, it had controlled Korea as a vassal state, and the Manchus had
conquered Korea even before China. All this had only begun to change in the 1860s, following
the Meiji restoration and the growing Japanese domination of Korea. Eventually Japanese
modernization began to affect China itself.
Korean men had traditionally worn a topknot, called a sangtu, similar to what the Chinese
had worn under the Ming. (The traditional Japanese hairstyle, the chonmage, involves shaving
the top portion of the scalp and gathering the remainder of the hair to be tied into a tail that
folded on top of the scalp.) In 1907, Japan forced a new king on Korea, who was then obliged to
sign a Japanese-Korean treaty in July. By August, King Sunjong also eliminated his traditional
Korean sangtu, while calling on his subjects to do the same. All this created an enormous
sensation in China. 147 It made the question of removing the queue even more pressing.
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The Manchu government had initially remained firm in the face of the Korean news.
Fearing a further loss of authority over the Han population, it reiterated its commitment to the
queue. “In a joint memorial, the Ministries of Education and the Army, both headed by Manchus,
promised to crack down on returned students and soldiers who had removed their queue.” 148 This
decision was likely in retaliation for the fresh defeat the Qing government had suffered in 1895
during the first Sino-Japanese war, in which Japan emerged with total control over Korea.
Revolutionaries and students, realizing Qing weakness, only protested more furiously.
At the same time, arguments against the queue became more imaginative. In 1909, two
Han reformers, Wu Tingfang and Tang Shouqian, claimed that even the Chinese in America
would benefit from the queue’s elimination, since they would cease to be badgered for wearing
it. At the same time a more utilitarian argument was also made. The queue created a danger for
workers, since it could easily get stuck in machines. They claimed that letting go of the queue
would have no bearing on Han loyalty to the emperor or nation. 149 This really was a new
argument, since previous anti-queue rhetoric had always been associated with anti-Manchu
politics. Now its elimination was being dismissed as a mere change of fashion without political
significance.
By September 1910, “there was so much talk in the capital of changing hairstyles that it
overshadowed all other topics.” 150 Then, remarkably, the army minister, Yinchang, decided to
cut his queue. There were no repercussions. In doing so, he set an example for others who
happily cut theirs. In fact, “when students at the Hunan Military Primary School in Changsha
were reprimanded for being queue-less, they cited the example of the army minister as
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justification.” 151 Such outright defiance towards the country’s mandate soon became more
common. The government could see that queues would continue to be cut whether they approved
it or not. The power struggle had begun between those influenced by Western fashion, and
government officials who found themselves increasingly powerless.
Noriko Unno-Yamazaki, a scholar of Asian area studies comments that, “to some extent
queue-cutting was promoted by servicemen, students, and civilians, and particularly by the urban
elites who considered themselves to be ‘enlightened’. 152” The government was no longer
fighting against peasant recalcitrance in small villages as in earlier times; it was now fighting
against the nation’s best and brightest.
By late 1910 the Qing authorities seemed entirely amenable to accepting the end of the
queue. 153 The Political Advisory Board voted for abolition and made a provision on December
15th declaring “queue-cutting, formerly mandatory for officials, soldiers, police, and students,
was now also optional for the rest of the population.” 154 This plan was only stalled by the 1911
Xinhai Revolution. 155 Increasing numbers of people, once again led by students, decided in great
numbers to immediately cut their queues, in this way keeping with the spirit of the times.
Barbers did not miss out on the excitement. On January 15th, 1911, after having cut his
own queue the day before, Diplomat Wu Tingfang organized a queue-cutting ceremony in
Shanghai in which thirty barbers cut off the queues of between three hundred and one thousand
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people, while a cheering crowd of several thousand looked on. 156 In Nanjing, Japanese barbers
accustomed to cutting short hair did record business with student clients.
Of course, not everyone was happy with this. By mid-January, the Minister of Education
Tang Jingchong sent out an order to every school demanding that queue-cutting stop
immediately. 157 Ding argues that “the widespread debate between keeping the queue and cutting
it at the turn of the twentieth century is indicative of the ongoing battle between traditionalism
and modernism.” 158 While young people and revolutionaries clearly wanted to do away with the
old system, many traditionalists still held firmly to their long braids.
The Xinhai Revolution that ended the Qing dynasty started only in October 1911. To
anti-revolutionaries, being queue-less was a dead giveaway on which side a person was on.
General Zhang Zun, a Qing loyalist nicknamed “Bianshuai” (“marshal with queue”) leading
what was popularly called the “pigtailed army” set out in November 1911 to capture suspected
Republicans. He killed four hundred in one night. 159 Things had indeed become topsy-turvy. For
the past two hundred and fifty years, the law called for executing men who kept their hair; now a
few hundred unfortunates were executed for cutting it off.
Things continued to change, nonetheless. In November, the new National Assembly also
voted on a bill that would make cutting the queue “mandatory for officials, soldiers, teachers,
and students, and optional for all others.” 160 Most of the nation was now free to cut their hair as
they pleased. Some were not pleased. The most fervent republicans wanted the government to
insist that all men cut their queues. They soon got what they wanted. The new regime thus
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rapidly became as oppressively conformist as the early Qing rulers. It too understood that hair
style was one of the very few ways the mass of the population could openly demonstrate their
allegiance to the republic. Yet because this decision had been taken so quickly, the new mandate
was partly ignored. Brooking no dissent, the revolutionaries took prompt action: Soldiers were
sent out across the country with large shears to cut the remaining braids and "queue-cutting
brigades" were stationed at the gates of cities to catch recalcitrant villagers. 161 This only caused
many country people to hide from the authorities, thereby increasing the unpopularity of the new
regime.
It is ironic that Sun Yatsen, for so long the uncompromising enemy of the Manchus,
would later impose as first President of the Republic of China a mandate that mirrored theirs.
Like Dorgon before him, on March 5, 1912, he issued an edict requiring men to cut their queues
within twenty days. 162 “Now that Manchu rule had ended, he explained, it was time to "cleanse
the ancient stain and become citizens of a new nation.” 163 For many, this edict created an identity
crisis similar to what their Han ancestors had faced and elicited in some “uncontrollable
weeping.” 164
Anti-republicans had not been unwilling to learn from the West, but they did not want to
become Western and stop being Chinese. One of the signs of that resistance, ironically, was their
unwillingness to give up the queue. Although some students had gotten rid of theirs, they were
seen by others as rebelling as much against their own Chinese identity as their Manchu
overlords. The queue had originally been imposed as a sign of submission and humiliation. But
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its ferocious rejection by the young seemed to some cultural conservatives as an expression of an
even more shameful form of degradation—the exchange of all that was honorable and worthy in
traditional China for the glorification of everything Western. Many rural Chinese might have
clung to their queues out of fear, but many of the traditional literati did so out of pride, as a
marker of Chinese nationality and cultural identity. 165 Ding comments on the severity and
violence associated with the forcible removal of the queues:
The queue cutting campaign launched in the early Republican period created enormous
social unrest. Various queue cutting teams were formed and barricades were set up on the
roads of numerous cities to compulsorily remove queues of those who had not done it;
soldiers were sent into villages to seize local peasants and cut off their queues. Although
the queue cutting campaign was celebrated by the government as patriotic and
nationalistic, it nevertheless aroused confusion, humiliation and resentment among the
common Chinese. Liu Dapeng, a local gentry from Shanxi province, went through such a
traumatic experience. “Liu suffered personally when he was grabbed in the street and his
queue was forcibly cut off. He retired home in disgust, and despite considerable pressure,
refused to head the new county assembly that was being set up until his hair had grown
back” 166
Liu Dapeng went through the same trauma in his home country that his fellow
countrymen experienced in the San Francisco jails. He felt like he could no longer present
himself to the world as Chinese, and therefore decided that staying home was his only option.
Instead of President Sun promoting cutting the queue as a choice, it was forced upon those who
desired it the least. Eventually, the last Qing emperor himself let go of his queue. By calling the
Manchus an inferior race, Sun inferred that by getting rid of their hairstyle he was raising the
nation up by adopting the Western cut. To many it seemed that he was not only moving China
away from its foreign rulers, but from an ancient and venerable past into an alien and uncertain
future.
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Conclusion
This thesis has discussed how the question of hairstyles have always been a conduit of
control in imperial China for citizens to show allegiance to the throne or feel shame for not being
able to honorably express their identity. Male hairstyles, namely the queue, has always been a
question of polarization: barbarian or civilized; submissive or rebellious; Manchu or Han;
traditional or western. They can indicate conformity with social norms, or rebellions against
them.
This was especially true under the country’s last dynasty. The Manchu conquerors
imposed their own hairstyle, the queue, on their Han Chinese subjects for several reasons. The
first was to make their over-lordship palpable to China’s broad and illiterate millions. The need
for Han men to periodically shave their foreheads were a constant reminder that they were
subjects of the Qing dynasty. The second was a coerced pledge of loyalty that the wearing of the
queue symbolized. The third was the ferreting out of all those who would never accept northern,
“barbarian” rule. Their refusal to obey the Manchu hair decree made them visible in the most
overt way imaginable. The “hair martyrs” might have been brave and principled men, but they
were soon ruthlessly eliminated.
The Manchu conquerors, like the Mongols of the Yuan dynasty before them, had feared
assimilation into the much larger Chinese population. They attempted to prevent this in several
ways. They prohibited Han-Manchu intermarriage and lived in segregated parts of Chinese
cities, while the so-called Manchu bannermen who made up the core of the Chinese army
received special rice rations from the government. At the same time, the Manchus attempted far
more than the Mongols to accommodate themselves to Chinese civilization. Qing emperors like
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Kanghsi and Qianlong presented themselves as devotees of Confucianism and all of the Chinese
arts. The Manchu imposition of the queue might have been a way of humbling the Chinese. But
the introduction of one uniform male hair style for both Manchus and Han also blurred the lines
between the two groups. The old polarization between “barbarian” and civilized, Manchu or
Han was beginning to break down. This would have the most curious consequences as the
dynasty aged.
One of the most remarkable was the evolution of the appreciation of the queue.
Originally abhorred as a “barbarian” style that violated both Chinese aesthetics and customs, it
was slowly transformed, ironically, into one of the best-known symbols of Chinese, and not
simply Manchu, identity. (This was especially noticeable among Chinese living the West.) Not
only were Manchu rulers slowly but inexorably drawn into Chinese culture over the centuries,
but so were their queues. As such, these curious braids also became symbols by the end of the
Qing dynasty of a conservative appreciation of all that was worthy of respect in Chinese
philosophy and morals.
This brings a new understanding and appreciation of the furious campaign launched by
Dr. Sun Yatsen, the Chinese republic’s first president, against the queue. The queue cutting
campaign was presented officially as a simple and straightforward assault on one of the most
obvious symbols of Manchu tyranny. Driven in part by the young, it reflected their feelings of
humiliation abroad and frustration within that drove their desire to get rid of the queues. But it
was much more than that. Sun was also introducing Western political and scientific notions –
republicanism, constitutional and democratic government, the scientific method and Western
technology – that were at least as foreign to traditional Chinese civilization as Manchu rule.
Indeed, they were far more so. Culturally conservative Chinese felt they had much to fear from
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the new republic. They were right. Sun’s program once implemented would make old China
unrecognizable. The “last stand of the queue” as the end of the Qing dynasty was not therefore
simply the last pathetic remnant of faded Manchu power standing against a resurgent Chinese
nationalism. It had also become, ironically, a cherished symbol for many millions of Chinese of
much that they held dear, and which they might have suspected was being threatened by a
foreign cultural invasion far more destructive than anything they had known under the Manchus.
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